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V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

A. overview: now examine physics at the extreme ends of the 
magnetic field spectrum

2) A new finding 
near zero B-field, 
radiation induced 
oscillations

1) An old problem 
at high B-field, the 
proposed electron 
solid:  what 
happens out here

Pan PRL ‘02



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

A. overview: some numbers

Contrast high and low field values
using standard density 1x1011cm-2 0.1 Tesla 15 Tesla

Length scales: magnetic length 813 Å 66 Å
cyclotron radius 5220 Å 35 Å
inter-particle spacing 350Å

Energy scales: Coulomb energy 16 K 193 K
spin gap 0.03 K 4.3 K
cyclotron energy 2 K 301 K

Different processes to consider: 
high field = magnetic localization =>loss of collective effects
low field = no kinetic energy quenching => single particle physics



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. High magnetic fields – the electron solid?

Competition between collective effects 
(solid or liquid) and magnetic freeze-out

Ground state is expected to be Wigner
solid for sufficiently large rs at given 
small filling factor:

The FQHE states may be in competition 
with this,  or

The ordering may be interrupted by 
defects, which if sufficiently strong, could 
localize the electrons.  

Solid = both positional and 
orientational order

uncorrelated

solid

Magnetically localized, or 
severly pinned = glass

Pinned solid



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. High magnetic fields – the electron solid?

The ordering may be interrupted by 
defects, which if sufficiently strong, could 
localize the electrons.  

Magnetically localized, or 
severly pinned = glass



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

Given rs and filling factor ? ,
what is expected for the phases and in 
transport?

Predictions for the electron solid:
(magnetically induced electron solid)

phase diagram line

?increase in mass pushes onset to 
larger ?
?increase rs by decreasing density n

rs

Filling factor 

0
0.2 0.10.3

50

“Theoretical” phase diagram
(numerical studies)

liquid

solid



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

The pinned electron state should have two 
characteristics

In transport:
1) Insulating in the d.c. limit.
2) Oscillation modes of the electron solid about 

the pinning sites. 

R

B



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

For pinned solid or glassy 
solid, expect transport to 
show insulated properties

These are indeed apparent

Jiang PRL ‘89



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

For pinned solid or glassy solid, 
expect transport to show insulated 
properties

These are indeed apparent

Temperature dependence of this 
large resistance part of the 
spectrum is 

T~ exp(? /kT)

What are the current carrying 
excitations in this system? 

Jiang PRL ‘89



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

If this represents a correlated 
state, then its energy must be 
close to that of the FQHE states 
over some B-field range

Re-entrance of 1/5 state in 
insulating background observed 
for electrons

Jiang PRL ‘89

1/7 1/5 1/3

E

Filling factor

Electron liquid

Electron solid

Re-entrance



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

At low densities (large rs) re-
entrance observed around 1/3 
in holes, due to the larger 
effective mass

Csathy PRL ‘05

1/7 1/5 1/3

E

Filling factor

Electron liquid

hole solid

Re-entrance



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

At low densities (large rs) 
re-entrance observed 
around 1/3 and 2/5: 
leads to an interesting 
phase diagram

Csathy PRL ‘05



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

Transition from liquids to 
insulating complex:
Higher temperatures can 
reveal FQHE states

Pan PRL ‘02



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

For pinned solid or glassy 
solid, expect transport to 
show insulated state 

What other properties distinguish a 
solid from a liquid?  What other tests 
can be performed?

Jiang PRL ‘89



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

Are there simple models for pinned electron solid?

The pinned state should have two characteristics
In transport:
1) Insulating in the d.c. limit.
2) Oscillation modes of the electron solid about 

the pinning sites.

Mode may be complicated due to 
the mixing by the magnetic field 



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

The pinned state should have 
two characteristics

In transport:
1) Insulating in the d.c. limit.
2) Oscillation modes of the 

electron solid about the 
pinning sites.

Wavevector dependence 
should be observed if the 
electron solid domains are 
sufficiently large



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

The pinned state should have 
two characteristics

In transport:
1) Insulating in the d.c. limit.
2) Oscillation modes of the 

electron solid about the 
pinning sites.

For disordered systems, the 
pinning mode will be 
wavevector independent:

Resonance mode should be 
present



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

An electron solid can demonstrate shear 
mode propagation or the wavevector
independent pinned mode:

This may be detected using surface 
acoustic waves:
Contribution to ? ’(? ), ? ’’(? ) when SAW 
dispersion and electron solid modes cross
Also true for other frequency, wavevector
dependent techniques



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

Instead of distinct mode 
crossings, 
a broad resonance structure was 
found near 1GHz

From d.c. 
transport

From d.c. 
transport

? = 0.15



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

As temperature is lowered, the onset to 
this mode can be traced over filling 
factor range:
Temperature versus ? phase diagram



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid? coplanar waveguide can also be 
used to look for ? xx(? ): 

q ~ ?/w, w=30-80? m

Power absorption P=exp{(2lZ0/w)Re [? xx(? )] },
w=width, l=length of waveguide

Re(? xx(? ))~ln(absorbed power, P)



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

With cleaner samples and in hole samples, 
this mode structure is observed

Chen PRL ‘97

coplanar waveguide: 
Re(? xx(? ))~ln(absorbed power)



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

Higher mobilities show sharper, multiple 
modes at lower frequencies:
(may reflect fewer pinning sites)

One mode at B-field lower than 1/5, 
disappears at high fields

Also, possible wavevector dependence

Chen PRL ‘04Coplanar waveguide technique



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

The pinned state should 
have two 

characteristics +
In transport:
1) Insulating in the d.c. 

limit.
2) Oscillation modes of 

the electron solid 
about the pinning 
sites. 

3) Depinning, or non-
linear I-V

E

Depinning thresholds and 
microwave resonances not 
consistent



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

The pinned state should 
have two 
characteristics

In transport:
1) Insulating in the d.c. 

limit.
2) Oscillation modes of 

the electron solid 
about the pinning 
sites. 

3) Depinning, or non-
linear I-V

Depinning thresholds and 
microwave resonances not 
consistent in models

Shayegan ‘93

E

Non-linear I-V observed



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

B. the electron solid?

Summary: 
1) Insulating state observed at small filling factors
2) Competition between insulating state and 

fractional quantum Hall states
3) Radio frequency mode observed – broad and 

high frequency for low mobility, narrow for 
cleaner samples

4) Non-linear I-V

NO DIRECT OBSERVATION OF ORDERING: 
we still don’t know if we are observing a true 
ordered electron system or a glass



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: response to radiation

Pertinent numbers for small magnetic fields: 0.1T, 1x1011cm-2

1) Fermi energy 41 K
2) Spin gap 0.03 K
3) Cylotron energy 2.0 K
4) Coulomb energy 16 K
5) Cyclotron radius 5200 Å

With little magnetic field to quench kinetic energy, single particle 
effects more prominent



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: response to radiation

?

Apply high frequency radiation (50-120GHz) 
through waveguide onto 2D electron system and 
look at low B-field end
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V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: response to radiation

Upon radiation on a high mobility 
sample with GHz radiation, 
oscillations are observed near 
zero magnetic field

?

Minima at ? ?? C = j+1/2,
j=1,2,3,…

Zudov PRB ‘01



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: response to radiation
Zudov PRB ‘01

What’s causing this?

?oscillations are observed near 
zero magnetic field

?minima at ? ?? C = j+1/2,
j=1,2,3,…

( ? C = e/Bm*, m* bare GaAs mass)

?no dependence upon filling factor   
(density)



For higher mobility samples, the minima 
look like quantum Hall effect zeroes

Zudov PRL ‘03

V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: response to radiation



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: response to radiation

?Minima show activated 
temperature dependence: 

consistent with an energy gap

?Large activation energies: 
activation energy E
photon energy E?

E >> E?

Gap energy E~18K,  E? ~3K 
for ? =57GHz,  j=1

Zudov PRL ’03, see also Mani Science ‘03



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: response to radiation

?what causes the oscillations?
?what causes the zeroes?

Zudov PRL ’03, see also Mani Science ‘03



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: 
response to radiation

Further work showed 
that oscillations can be 
observed at lower 
frequencies, revealing 
same physics

RLW PRL ‘04

?
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RLW PRL ‘04

V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: 
response to radiation

Using lower frequencies, consider 
possible anomalous current paths 
due to radiation 
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By looking at different 
contact configurations 
around samples, found

Zeroes not always zeroes

9 GHz,  10 db

12 GHz,  3 db

RLW PRL ‘04

V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: 
response to radiation

Using lower frequencies, consider 
possible anomalous current paths 
due to radiation 
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By looking at different 
contact configurations 
around samples, found

Zeroes not always zeroes

RLW PRL ‘04

V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: 
response to radiation

Using lower frequencies, consider 
possible anomalous current paths 
due to radiation 
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V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic 
fields: response to 
radiation
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In addition to non-zeroes, 
found 

systematic differences in  
zeroes around sample 
perimeter

Consider possible 
anomalous current paths 
due to radiation 



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic 
fields: response to 
radiation

In addition to non-
zeroes, found 

systematic 
differences in  
zeroes around 
sample perimeter

And anomalous 
response to 
reversing B-field 

B-field

Reverse B-field direction

B-field
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V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic 
fields: response to 
radiation

In addition to non-
zeroes, found 

systematic 
differences in  
zeroes around 
sample perimeter

And anomalous 
response to 
reversing B-field 

B-field

Reverse B-field direction

B-field
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Clearly odd current paths at work



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. response to radiation: 
Theory of oscillations

Durst, et. al. PRL ‘03 Dmitriev, et al. PRL ‘03

1) Radiation induced, 
disorder assisted current 2) Radiation induces change in electron 

distribution function

Among many, 
two theories developed to explain 
radiation induced magneto-oscillations:



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. response to radiation: Theory of oscillations

Both theories deduce
a) Oscillatory resistivity with 

period ~1/B
b) negative local microscopic 

resistivity due to radiation

Dmitriev, et al. cond-mat/0310668

?Magneto-oscillations covered



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. response to radiation: Theory of zeroes

Andreev, et al. PRL ‘03

Negative local resistivity explains 
the zeroes: 

system unstable with ?<0, current 
circulations form



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. response to radiation: Theory of oscillations

Andreev, et al. PRL ‘03

Negative local resistivity explains 
the zeroes: 
system unstable with ?<0:
current circulations form.
These spontaneous current 
domains can result in the 
observed zero resistance.  

Suggested to try to examine 
voltage drop from inner to outer 
contacts



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. response to radiation: 
Voltage
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V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: 
response to radiation

Currents induced by 
radiation:

No current driven 
through sample from 
external source, yet 
voltage pickup from 
internal to external 
contact

Voltage

No driving current
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V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. response to radiation: 
experiment and theory of zeroes
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Microscopic 
??< 0

Negative local resistivity explains 
the zeroes: 
system unstable with ?<0, current 
circulations form
Vortices within the sample, 
induced by the radiation, and if 
large enough potentially 
detectable 

These may be observed in 
experiments 

Macroscopic currents



V. Other parts of the spectrum: 
from the electron solid to
non-equilibrium effects

C. Low magnetic fields: 
response to radiation

Summary:
1) Resistance oscillations of period ~? ?? c occur with GHz radiaiton
2) Higher mobility samples show zeroes in oscillation minima
3) oscillations explained as due to non-equilibrium electron distribution function
4) Negative local resistivity can result, these induce current vortices
5) Current vortices observed experimentally as induced sample voltages



Outline:

I. Introduction: materials, transport, Hall effects

II. Composite particles – FQHE, statistical transformations

III. Quasiparticle charge and statistics

IV. Higher Landau levels

V. Other parts of spectrum: non-equilibrium effects, electron solid?

VI. Multicomponent systems: Bilayers

A. Overview - materials
B. Experiments – drag, tunneling, QHE
C. Recent experiments and excitonic

Bose-Einstein condensation 

For review see also J.P. Eisenstein, Les Houches ‘04



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

A. materials

To produce a 
bilayer system 
make two AlGaAs
wells: the important 
parameters now are 
the well separation 
d and the electron 
separation lo. 

Interesting physics 
when d close to lo, 
so that d is < 20nm.

d



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

A. materials

To produce a 
bilayer system 
make two AlGaAs
wells: the important 
parameters now are 
the well separation 
d and the electron 
separation lo. 

AlAs barrier is dirty.  
This limits mobility 
of the individual 
layers.

d

Narrow AlAs barrier

Typical GaAs layer thickness 20nm, AlAs thickness 3nm



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

A. materials

In producing such a structure, 
the problem of the reverse 
interface is confronted: a 
smoother surface occurs when 
growing from GaAs to  AlGaAs
than from AlGaAs to GaAs.

This fact and the necessary 
doping scheme mean that the 
mobilities for these bilayer
structures are not as high as 
for the single interface 
structures.

AlGaAs

GaAs

Good 
interface

Rough 
interface



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

A. materials

Experimentally need to 
contact the layers 
independently to really 
study the interactions 
between the two layers.

Use a set of gates on the 
top and on the bottom of 
the sample to accomplish 
this.

Gramilla ‘91
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contact the layers 
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study the interactions 
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Use a set of gates on the 
top and on the bottom of 
the sample to accomplish 
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VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

A. materials

Independent contacting facilitates a series of experiments:

1) Drag measurements: probing adjacent layer 
interactions

2) Tunneling measurements: response to injecting 
charge

3) bilayer transport measurements showing QHE: 
collective state of two adjacent layers



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 1) drag

Examines Coulomb scattering 
between layers

“large” separation (>100Å)



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 1) drag

Guess that RD (~?-
D

-1) ? T2

From phase space argument



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 1) drag



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 1) drag and composite fermions



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 1) drag and composite fermions

Drag resistance greatly enhanced at 1/2 filling factor

Lilly, PRL ‘98

RD~ 
Not T2



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 1) drag 
and composite fermions

Theory gets T4/3, not overall 
magnitude.

Functional dependence due to 
composite particle 
conductivity wavevector
dependence:

Lilly, PRL ‘98

High B-field slow 
relaxation of charge 
density fluctuations



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 2) tunneling

(Tunneling through oxide from 
and to normal metals)

Sharp resonance at B=0 due to 
momentum and energy 
conservation in 2D

Murphy, PRB ‘95
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B. experiments: 2) tunneling
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VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 2) tunneling



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 3) quantum Hall effect

Experiment = low temperature 
transport through bilayers with 
contacts to both layers (not 
independent)

Quantum Hall effect observed at total filling factor 1 = ½
in each layer and at ¼ in each layer



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 3) quantum Hall effect

As d/lo increases, the QHE is 
lost at total filling factor ½ , 
¼ + ¼:

The interlayer Coulomb 
interactions are necessary 
for the QHE at these bilayer
filling factors.



Murphy et al ‘90 40 Å barrier

31Å barrier

VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 3) quantum Hall effect

Experiments show 
1) Phase boundary
2) Phase boundary 

intercepts vertical axis at 
finite d/ lo for ? = 1 state 



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 3) quantum Hall effect

Hole
Alligned with 
electron in 
other layer

Similar to a 1/3 FQHE state plus one hole/electron



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 3) quantum Hall effect

Bilayer QHE states related to Halperin generlized Laughlin states?



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

B. experiments: 3) quantum Hall effect

?= 1 bilayer
QHE has two 
possible 
origins:

Single particle 
& 
Many-body 
effect

Reduce tunneling to get rid of the single particle origin



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

J.P. Eisenstein, ‘03

For low tunneling regime, 
predicted that
the condensed state at 
? total = 1 may be an  
excitonic Bose 
Condensate?

Charge neutral excitons



J.P.E. ‘04

VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate



??total = 1 QHE clearly not due to simple single particle spectrum

VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

very low tunneling &  large ? = 1 energy gap in these samples   



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

Again, examine tunneling near the excitonic phase

Remember:



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

However, near 
condensate……..



As phase boundary is 
crossed into the QHE 
range, tunneling peak 
occurs similar to B=0

VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate
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C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

What is expected in transport when the layers can be probed independently?
Counter-flow experiment

theory



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

What is expected in transport when the layers can be probed independently?
Counter-flow experiment – Hall resistance goes to zero

experiment

Kellogg, PRL ‘04



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

What is expected in transport when the layers can be probed independently?
Counter-flow experiment – longitudinal resistance goes to zero

Kellogg, PRL ‘04See also results on drag at total filling factor 1



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate

See also results on drag at total filling factor 1



J.P. Eisenstein ‘04

VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

C. Experiments – ? total = 1 excitonic Bose condensate



VI. Multicomponent systems: bilayers

Summary:
1) Multilayer systems of high mobility (correlations) 

possible
2) Drag experiments between layers expose Coulomb 

interaction properties
3) Tunneling measurements show the effects of 

correlations in the layers through their relaxation
4) Bilayer total filling factor 1 state shows ensemble of 

effects that are interpreted as a BEC of excitons
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The end


